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Abstract: Astrology is a composite subject that involves a great deal of familiarity and detailed study. The main 

purpose of medical astrology is to deliver a sign to the cosmic impacts at the time of sickness. In medical astrology 

‘planets’ generally denotes to the ‘visible’ planets: Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, but also comprises 

the Sun and the Moon.  There are totally 12 houses each has their own responsibilities. This research mainly aims 

at determining the impact of the planets in the 5
th

 house
 
which is responsible for the fertility of women. 25 women 

from different districts of Tamil Nadu are chosen for the purpose of the study and the data are collected by 

questionnaire and direct interview. The findings are illustrated using Bar-diagram. This research finally concludes 

that if the Planet Ragu is in the 5
th

 house then the women are infertile. 
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1.    INTRODUCTION 

Astrology sees mankind a being not only influenced by hereditary factors and the environment, but also by the state of our 

solar system at the moment of birth. These planetary forces take on different forms, depending on their zodiacal position 

and on the way they relate to one another. The aspects formed between the planets describe these relationships, the 

positions of the planets in relation to the place of birth tell us of their expression in the spheres of life depicted by the 

astrological houses. By interpreting the roles of these planets and their qualities like (elements, signs and houses) and 

synthesising them astrology is able to present a complete and comprehensive picture of the person and his potential, based 

on the natal horoscope [1]. 

The main factors in astrology were the marks of the zodiac, seven planets and the Houses of Heaven. The word “house” 

had two implications it denoted as 12
th

 part of the heavens and that mark of the zodiac assumed to a specific planet, which 

is "lord". In medical astrology it is also deliberated four fundamental qualities such as heat, icy, dryness and moisture, 

equivalent with the four elements, fire, earth, air and water. The possible numerical groupings of 12 signs, 7 planets and 

12 houses were perceptibly infinite and since many groupings depends on imprecise and arbitrary considerations it was 

barely surprising that any two astrologers should combine the same conclusion from the similar character of the heavens. 

Each zodiacal sign, planet and house influenced certain distinct powers and impacts over mankind in common [2]. 

Each planet has a point in the zodiac where it attains maximum strength. The houses where they have the maximum 

strength are called the houses of exaltation and where it has the maximum strengths are called the houses of debilitation. 

The following two charts shows the details of Exaltation and debilitation houses of the planets [3]. 

Table 1. Exaltation and debilitation houses of the planets 

S.No Planet Exalted house 

(Uccham) 

Debilitated house 

(Neecham) 

    1 Ravi Mesha Tula 

    2 Chandra Vrishaba Vrischika 

 3 Kuja Makara Karakata 
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    4 Budha Kanya Meena 

    5 Guru Karkata Makara 

    6 Shukra Meena Kannya 

    7 Sani Tula Mesha 

Table 2. Period of stay of planets in each House 

Planet Period of Stay 

Surya 30 days 

Chandra 2 ¼ days 

Kuja  45 days 

Budha 30 days 

Guru 1 year 

Sukra  30 days 

Sani 2 years & 6 months 

Rahu 2 years & 6 months 

Ketu 1 year & 6 months 

The houses are again sub divided into three types based on their quality of movement. The chart below shows the details 

of Chara [4]. 

Table 3. Sthira and Ubhaya types of houses 

Movable 

(Chara) 

Fixed 

(Sthira) 

Common (Ubhaya or Dwiswabhava) 

Mesha Vrishaba Mithuna 

Karkata Simha Kanya 

Tula Vrischika Dhanu 

Makara Kumbha Meena 

Relation Of The Houses 

Individual house, for each sign and each planet has its singular feature, authority or influence above human affairs. Just as 

Aries was the most influential sign and Luna the most commanding planet, so the ascendant was the most authoritative 

house. The power of a planet in the ascendant was dominant above all others, though it might be inclined by them. It was 

the house of projects, of the early stages of things, of trips, of life and movement of queries and answers.  

The relations of the other houses were in portion as follows: the second to riches, servants, the conclusion of things and 

the deteriorating years of the native’s life; the third is for brothers and sisters, colleagues, friends, heirs, the discreet  of 

kingdoms, religion; the fourth house is for parents, heredity, the birthplace and residence, and his fate subsequently death; 

the fifth house is for children eating, drinking, delights, fighting, vessels; the sixth house is for illness and health, servants, 

animals, handouts; the seventh house is for women, wedding, arguments, thieves and middle age ; the eighth house is for 

death, fear and the latest years of life; the ninth house is for journeys, faith, intelligence, philosophy, books, gossips, and 

sleep; the tenth house is for self-respects, laws, leaders and judges, memory, the mother; the eleventh house is for fortune, 

good faith, friends and partners ; the twelfth house is for unfriends, bad devotion, labor, battles and sadness. These were 

only limited relationships, nearly every possible event having its allocated home in some house. After the ascendant the 

other angular houses, 4
th

 , 7
th

  and 10
th

  were most authoritative; then the 2
nd

 , 5
th

 , 8
th

 , and 11
th

 ; while the 3
rd

 , 6
th

 , 9
th
 and 

12
th

  ware unpropitious and inclined to evil [5]. 

Domination Of The Planets 

The planets successively prejudiced the foetus during pregnancy. Saturn in the first month dried out, affecting early 

abortions. Jupiter in the second month imparted the spiritus naturalis. Mars, in the third, delivered bones and distinguished 

organs. Sol, in the fourth, delivered blood and improved heart and liver. Venus in the fifth house will provide ears, 

eyebrows, and pudenda. Mercury, in the sixth place unbolted the nose and mouth. Luna, in the seventh place advanced the 

lung functions and separated fingers and toes. After birth the most significant dominations of the planets were as charts. 
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Saturn controlled the black-bile and supervised over bones, teeth, gristles, the right ear, spleen, bladder, and memory; also 

above their affections and in addition over quart an fever, scabies, melancholia, paralysis, lepra, tabes, icterus niger, 

dropsy, cancer, asthma, cough, phthisis and hernia; over ferocious death by falls, ship-wreck, suffocation, and by the 

public killer. Jupiter administrated the blood, liver and diaphragm, muscles of chest, touch, smell, decision and appetites. 

Concupiscible and their cares, as well as small-pox, angina, peri pneumonias, inflammation, pleurisies and presided over 

death in war and struggles. Mars administrated the yellow bile, gall-bladder, kidneys and the appetites irascible. His 

diseases were severe fevers, plague, yellow jaundice, erysipelas, ulcers, convulsions, haemorrhages and carbuncles. He 

governed death by steel, fire, projectiles, nibbles and stings, "the slaughters and blood-letting of ignorant surgeons." Sol 

controlled the heart, veins, right side in men and left in women, the vigorous spirits and the nauseous blood. His diseases 

were transient fevers, syncope, spasm, phlegm and diseases of the eyes; he governed death by epidemic, syncope, and in 

fight. Venus controlled over the pituitous blood, sperm, the throat, breasts, stomach, uterus and genitalia; over taste, smell, 

touch, enjoyable sensations, and appetites concupiscible. Her infections were lues, gonorrhoea, priapism, infertility, 

lientery and swelling. 

She administrated death from poison and sexual leftover. Mercury had authority over animal spirits, legs, feet, hands, 

fingers, tongue, tensions and muscles; over taste and earshot, common sense, imaginings and reason. His diseases were 

deteriorating fevers, passion, phronitis, delirium, unintelligence, irrationality, epilepsy, seizures and cough with copious 

expectoration. He prejudiced deaths by poison, witchcraft and certain procedures of law. Luna supervised over the 

catarrh, brain, the right side in women, the left-hand in men, the abdominal part and membranes, fear. Her diseases were 

quotidian fevers, epilepsy, apoplexy, nausea, stabilities, dropsy and cold swellings. She affected death from super 

purgation and masking [6]. 

2.     REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Bauer, (1969) research is based on detection of colon disorder. Colon disorders are linked to the fixed cross, particularly 

the sign Scorpio.  Mars is the ancient ruler of Scorpio and drops in his eighth house the usual house of Scorpio. Pluto the 

ruler of Scorpio and the dominant ruler is prominent in his chart. Pluto can be discussed for cell division and with its ruler 

ship of his Dominant can designate a bodily alteration in the Scorpio-ruled part of the body. Pluto can also define genetic 

problems and abnormal progresses particularly when angular or elevated. Pluto is also similar to Sun which strengthens 

the plutonian influence. Equivalents of declination are strong features and it should not be disregarded in examining 

charts. The Sun can also mention the physical body and the capability to struggle with disease. A well proclaimed Sun is a 

support in resisting disease. Sun is almost precisely sesquiquadrate Neptune and its feature can denote lowered immune 

function and potential liveliness problems. Sun in Gemini is dropped by Mercury in Gemini deteriorating in his eighth 

house and in a detached aspect as well as parallel with Mars. Mercury-Mars characteristics can discuss about disturbed 

bowel activity [7]. 

Harris (2008) [8] proposed medical astrology for health and health psychology. Most notable between astrology are 

Margaret Millard, who accepted the evaluations of astrological charts for times of endeavored in vitro fertilization (IVF), 

a general practitioner who utilized information about the planets and their relationship with the body while making 

diagnoses.5-7 Clinicians without a experience in astrology who wish to integrate astrology in the fertility treatment 

procedure for date selection or stress management and it may need to refer with an astrologer.  In the future, online 

technology may create it easier for interested patients and clinicians to include astrology into fertility treatment strategies. 

A software program is under development that will permit women to find maximal dates for successful formation with or 

without supported reproductive technology [8]. 

Kulkarni et al., (2012) [9] research is related to the findings of probabilities of suffering from heart disease i.e. 

forecasting heart disease from horoscope of a person by data mining methods. Horoscope has 12 regions each inhabiting 

300. Each area is called a “house” that contracts with different significances. There are total 12 planets that can subjugate 

any house in a horoscope. According to location of the planets dissimilar angular groupings can be formed and these 

arrangements are named as “Yoga’s” that can be utilized in predicting characteristics of horoscope. Each house contracts 

with different denotations and the same set of arrangements obtained in a particular house might affect the different 

implications realized by the house, in different practices. To be more precise, let us deliberate the 4
th

 house of a 

horoscope. It is invented to indicate mother, education, land and house properties. An illiterate person may retain many 
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houses and a long-lived mother while a highly educated person may not own any properties. This deceptive contradiction 

has been resigned to some degree by the outline of an important feature, viz., the Karaka (indicator) [9].  

3.     METHODOLOGY 

Locale of the study 

Women from different districts of Tamil Nadu were chosen for the study. 

Sample 

The sample consists of 10 women absolutely chosen only from the districts of Tamil Nadu. 

Techniques 

The data were collected using the questionnaire method and face to face interview. The findings are illustrated using the 

Rasi and Navamsa charts. 

4.     RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This research shares the descriptive technique of research. Our study was conducted among the women chosen from 

different districts of Tamil Nadu, 10 women were chosen for study. Among the numerous interview methods, face to face 

interview technique is used in our research.  In order to increase the accuracy of the results questionnaire is also used. 

They were subjected to direct interview and questionnaire also distributed for each individual. The descriptive technique 

is followed in this study because the impact of the house and the planet that are responsible for the infertility disorders in 

women are identified.  

Among the 10 women chosen, 5 were affected due to infertility and their Rasi and Navamsa charts were also generated. 

Tummala (2013) discussed the principles of normal Astrological books. The birth charts of 100 cancer patients, who are 

experiencing treatment, were examined after gathering their date, time and residence of birth. Illnesses to leading, 

Ascendant lord, various houses, house lords and Dhatu lords by Mrityubhaga and Gandanta grades due to their location or 

indirectly by other planets positioned in these degrees were inspected.  It is originated that afflictions are disturbed house, 

the house lord or Dhatu lord will root cancer to a specific organ or tissue. It is also pragmatic that Influential or the 

Ascendant lord are aggrieved mostly in patients who have metastatic spread or recurring cancer than in patients with 

restricted cancer. Mrityu Bhaga and Gandanta are death- imposing degrees. Disorder due to these grades causes cancer to 

specific organ or tissue dependent upon the affliction to anxious house, house lord or the Dhatu lord [10]. 
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Fig. 1 (a) Rasi chart for No child 

Dasa balance: Sun 5 years, 02 months and 23 days 
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Fig. 1 (b) Rasi chart for No child 
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i. Ragu dasa starts by 1996. In this chart, second rasi was occupied by mars and kethu.  

ii. The owner of the chart must be careful in giving promise to anybody.  

iii. The transmission of blood in her body also analysed.  

iv. Kethu change his words with poisoning talk. 

v. This will lead to earn many enemies. One of this will use weapon against the chart owner. 

vi. Kethu is denoting bones so injuries or accident will occur & she may be hospitalised for treatment. 

vii. The Ragu is in the 8
th

 place (life house). This is not good.  

viii. This may lead to a blood disease & later kill the chart owner are explained in fig. 1 (a) and fig. 1 (a).  
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Fig. 2 (a) Rasi chart for No child 
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Fig. 2 (b) Navamsa chart for No child 

i. 5
th

 place is occupied by ragu. Ragu is the putravaraham for this chart.  

ii. Third rasi lord moon is in the 12
th

 place (disappeared).  

iii. The 10
th

 rasiathipathi Saturn in third place will direct dharsam of ragu.  

iv. All these situations affect the semen. No heirship is possible. This is shown in fig. 2 (a) and fig. 2 (b). 
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Fig. 3 (a) Rasi chart for No child 
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Janana kala dasa balance 

Ragu- 17 years, 6 months and 16 days 

Guru- 16 years 
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Fig. 3 (b) Navamsa chart for No child 

i. In the Jadagam lord Sani is in 2
nd

 house and it looks Jupiter in Mesha-the budha karaga.  

ii. This resulted period was not a usual time and thus the ovulation was also not functioning properly throughout the 

Jupiter dasa. 

iii. In Kumbha rasi moon comes as sixth lord and Saturn comes as 12
th

 lord.  

iv. In Magara lagna the eighth lord karaga for ovary is placed in the sixth house. 

v. Both sun and mercury are conjoined with ragu in the 6
th

 house. 

vi.  Because of these malefic, Venus the fifth lord with in Mithuna rasi is strongly affected. 

vii. Therefore all these factors lead to irregular periods and ovulation. Till today, this person has no child in fig. 3 (a) and 

fig. 3 (a).  
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Fig. 4 (a) Rasi chart for No child 
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Fig. 4 (b) Navamsa chart for No child 

i. The karaga for issues is in 12th place the viray sthanam.  

ii. The lord for urogenital system is 8th lord in a chart.  

iii. Here the 8th lord both for lagna and moon is mercury planet in the debilitation position in Meena rasi.  
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iv. The eighth lord is also in combustion position in the combination of sun.  

v. The puthra karaga for children in Jupiter is badly asserted by kethu.  

vi. The 5th place is occupied by 8th lord mercury and he is asserted by two malfices mars and Saturn.  

vii. So the subject is affected by so many ill healthy in getting conceived are shown by fig. 4 (a) and fig. 4 (b). 
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Fig. 5 (a) Rasi chart for No child 
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Fig. 5 (b) Navamsa chart for No child 

i. 8
th

 house is occupied by Saturn, the pathagaathipathi for (Aries) Mesha lagna.  

ii. Mars is in 2
nd

 house and both the Saturn and mars have mutual aspect.  

iii. 5th
 house which represents child birth is asserted by both Mars and Saturn.  

iv. 5
th

 house is occupied by 6
th

 lord mercury which is affecting the health throughout the life.  

v. The puthra karaga Jupiter is in combination with the great malefic Rahu which spoils the child birth.Therefore, this 

jadagam has no child are shown in fig. 5 (a) and fig.5 (b). 

5.    CONCLUSION 

Astrology comprises of a number of belief systems which grasp that there is a connection between astronomical 

singularities and proceedings in the human world. In the West, astrology mostly contains system of horoscopes that 

explicate aspects of a person's behaviour and forecast future events in their life created on the locations of the sun, moon 

and other environmental objects at the period of their birth. 

The research is concluded that the planet placed in the 5
th
 house is mainly responsible for the infertility disorders in 

married women. Either the Planet Ragu alone or in combination with other planets like Jupiter makes the women to lack 

child. So, our research identifies that if the 5
th

 house with Ragu is severe in affecting the fertility of women and that 

results in the absence of child. 
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